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This whitepaper gives users a complete overview of the Shibchain blockchain, its               

important keys, and its core principles. The following document covers the chain's 

features, operation algorithm, and long-term development plan.

In addition, this whitepaper also shows you the results of testing the technical features of 

the bridge between the SHIB token blockchain and the Shibchain and its interoperability. 

It also introduces $wSHIB cryptocurrencies, $SHIB, and their use cases in the Shibchain 

ecosystem. Finally, this official report delves into the basics of the project and examines 

the token's distribution, test times, and release schedule.

1. Introduction

1.1. Shibchain originated from the growth of $SHIB (Shiba Inu)

Shiba Inu Coin (SHIB) is a cryptocurrency belonging to the Japanese Shiba Inu    

project and was issued as an ERC20 token. The name of this coin is inspired by the 

intelligent Shiba dog in Japan, with a desire to make the Shiba Inu coin a Doge Killer       

throughout the cryptocurrency system.

Shiba Inu is often used as a reward for many investors when they participate in   

trading on Shiba Swap. At the same time, the Shiba cryptocurrency also helps       

promote the Ethereum network to become stronger, creating a diverse and strong 

Defi ecosystem of the Shiba Inu project.

When it was first formed, the founders of the project took the idea of the symbol of 

this coin, which is the image of a cute but also fierce Shiba dog when it possesses 

sharp teeth, showing greed—hoping to turn SHIB into a Doge Killer.

SHIB is also one of the costly coins, with a galloping growth of more than 36,000% 

in just over 30 days. In addition, this token has also been officially listed on the 

world's largest exchange Binance.

The principles of Shiba Inu's ecosystem are presented in the "Woof paper" (which 

can be considered a whitepaper) and are posted on the ShibaToken website.

Accordingly, the Shiba Inu project was developed to answer a simple question: 

"What if a cryptocurrency project is 100% run by the community?". Founder Ryoshi 

thinks this is an experiment in building a decentralized spontaneous community. And 

| Shibchain.app
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the power of collective decentralization can make something more powerful than a 

centralized group has ever created.

SHIBArmy currently has more than 600,000 active members and follows the            

established principles as agreed upon, including:

The project grew from the ground up, with the spirit of creating something out of 

nothing while expressing its love for Shiba Inu dogs.

Shiba Inu again pursues an anti-inflation policy by “burning” SHIB tokens regularly to 

reduce the number in circulation. This creates an incentive to maintain the value of 

the SHIB token better than the counterpart currency, SHIB.

Despite its many advantages, many investors still label Shiba Inu with a picture of a 

Shiba dog as a meme coin due to its lack of specific utilities and poor dApps. 

Although it is in the Top 10 tokens by capitalization, $SHIB has not shown value for 

investors other than holding and waiting for this Token to increase in price.

| Shibchain.app

1.2. Overview of Shibchain

Technical Information 

 - Network Name: Shibchain

 - New RPC URL: https://rpc.shibchain.app

 - Chain ID: 1923

 - Currency Symbol: wSHIB

 - Block Explorer URL: https://explorer.shibchain.app/
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Shibchain is a new blockchain built and designed to create more benefits for $SHIB 

holders. This blockchain is an EVM-based decentralized, scalable blockchain that 

runs using a high-performance Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus algorithm. 

Shibchain strives to solve performance, scalability, and usability issues while not 

compromising decentralization and everaging the existing developer community 

and ecosystem. Shibchain is an EVM-based blockchain solution with which users 

can conduct transactions with microtransaction fees and provide scalability and 

superior user experience for dApps and user functions. 

We are a team that loves the $SHIB cryptocurrency, so we do not compete with 

$SHIB. Instead, we harmonize with the crypto meme by combining with $SHIB and 

empowering $SHIB holders and those who trust and love $SHIB access to         

blockchain games, NFTs, and systems in the ever-growing Defi ecosystem, one in 

which they can showcase their favorite meme coin to a wide range of applications.

2. Technology

2.1. Architecture

Ecosystems like Ethereum or Solana are trying to build everything on top of it, which 

causes these networks to eventually become congested with many unrelated   

transactions that have to be resolved by sacrificing security or authorization.          

Updating these networks takes a long time, as any change can significantly impact 

existing applications.

With Shibchain, we build a platform independent and compatible with the EVM 

blockchain.
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2.1.1. Shibchain and EVM

What is EVM?

EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) is an Ethereum virtual machine. It can be 

understood that EVMs will act as intermediaries in executing smart contracts 

(smart contracts) on the Ethereum network. Each Ethereum node is equipped 

with its EVM, which will ensure the security and decentralization of the 

network.

In the simplest terms, an EVM is a decentralized CPU that represents the 

current state of Ethereum. There, the current state of the Ethereum virtual 

machine is a collection of blockchain processes linked and encoded into the 

main network.

The EVM gives a read result of the current state, called a snapshot. This state 

is constantly evolving, changing with each new smart contract execution. At 

any time, a snapshot can be taken to see and determine what the standard 

state of Ethereum is.

Accordingly, the Ethereum virtual machine is a virtual CPU for Ethereum to 

execute and display the speed of smart contracts. As long as an Ethereum 

node is still active, there will continue to have an EVM.
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Powerful EVM Architecture Supports Defi: EVM-compatible protocols             

incorporate a robust architecture, which has been proven through previous 

chains when applying this technology, which is also the technology that makes 

the dynamic a big push for DeFi product developers. And in addition to            

existing protocols, we propose our smart contracts and build following the 

expanded DeFi ecosystem.

Interacting with dApps

Too many names appear in Crypto with the goal of “ETH killer.” But since then, 

ETH has not stopped growing, and most of the “ETH killers” are living             

miserably with the market.

Shibchain does not compete with Ethereum, and we rely on an independent, 

EVM-compatible blockchain building framework that aims to make Shibchain 

interoperable with all dApps deployed on Ethereum. Therefore, we want to go 

along with this giant.

2.1.2. Shibchain and PoS

Proof of Stake (PoS) is a consensus algorithm that randomly selects a verifier 

(Validator) to contribute a number of tokens (staking) to the blockchain 

network to propose or validate a new block to the existing blockchain.            

Validators will receive a reward for successfully adding a block to the         

blockchain.
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Why Is Consensus Mechanism Important In Blockchain?

A consensus mechanism is a set of rules by which different participants in a 

blockchain network approve transactions. Since the blockchain network is 

under no competent authority to approve transactions, the consensus proto-

col ensures that all participants agree to a single version of the blockchain.

The consensus mechanism allows a blockchain network to:

- Enforce without competent authority

- Establish a single and unique version on the blockchain

- Maintain security and transparency in a blockchain network

There are different types of consensus algorithms, including Proof of Work 

(PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), Application Byzantine Fault (PBFT), Proof of 

Burn (PoB), and many more.

Of those consensus algorithms, Proof of Work (PoW) and Proof of Stake 

(PoS) are the most popular. As a blockchain enthusiast or just starting, you 

must understand the difference between PoW and PoS.

PoW relies on a node's ability to solve complex math problems that require 

large amounts of computing power, power consumption, and high initial 

investment costs.

PoS, on the other hand, requires verifiers to stake their tokens instead of 

having to solve math, thus reducing power consumption, preventing                
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production, and avoiding the centralization of resources. PoS is also a protocol 

that uses a random number generator sequence to select validators.

Application of PoS to Shibchain

With Shibchain's high flux and decentralization, token users will not need to 

concern over issues associated with multiple PoW tokens such as low       

transaction amount per month, public chain congestion, centralized mining, 

and high transaction fees.

Shibchain will maintain a high degree of decentralization due to its PoS             

algorithm.

Shibchain relies on a pre-determined number of validators to facilitate the 

Proof-of-Stake (PoS) of the consensus algorithm, which results in shorter 

block times and lower fees. In PoS, validators candidates with the highest 

number of staked tokens are allowed to become validators to produce blocks. 

Tokens also use complex scenarios, thus leading to security, decentralization, 

reliability, transparency, stability, and block finality.

2.1.3. Cross-chain compatibility

What is cross-chain?

When Blockchain was first built, people envisioned this to be a 

one-size-fits-all solution. All transactions, smart contracts, and everything 

else would be built on a single Blockchain. However, so far, such a system is no 

longer practical because more and more Blockchain platforms are created 

with different architectures. The limits of scalability and innovation constraints 

also become more and more vivid. Since then, cross-chain technology was 

born to solve those problems.

Cross-chain is a solution that brings interoperability between independent 

blockchains, bringing blockchains closer together. This technology allows 

users to transfer and exchange assets between blockchains, optimizes the 

ability to cross over between chains, and significantly increases the value of 

these same assets because they can be used in many cases, providing more 

profit opportunities.

Bridge $SHIB to Shibchain 

Shibchain can be used easily and conveniently on the Shibchain network by 
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Nearly 13 years ago on October 31, 2008, Satoshi Nakamoto published a 

whitepaper on Bitcoin (BTC) as a “peer-to-peer version of cryptocurrency”. 

The first cryptocurrency was implemented with a consensus mechanism 

known as “proof of work” (PoW) that allows networks to agree on which  

transactions are legitimate without third-party involvement. Three years later, 

a new approach called “proof of stake” (PoS) was proposed to address the 

inefficiencies of the PoW consensus algorithm and reduce the number of  

computational resources required to run a blockchain network.

During those 13 years of existence, we have seen the rise and fall since the 

price of initial coin offerings in 2017. This has become “an alternative means of 

obtaining funding for projects using the new, growing digital financial            

marketplace for tokens”. The remarkable growth of the decentralized finance, 

or DeFi, in 2020 is transforming rusty financial systems and paving the way for 

a new kind of finance. The immense popularity of unusable tokens, or NFTs, 

has taken the crypto sector by storm in 2021; and the continued growth of 

central bank digital currencies (CBDC) worldwide.

The core of Blockchain technology revolution has become one of the most 

discussed topics not only in the financial sector but beyond. Blockchains are 

being implemented in business use cases, charity activities, global                      

environmental crises, healthcare and longevity, government services, etc.

Meanwhile, not all public blockchains are equally decentralized – or are they? 

Some experts say that since Bitcoin is not controlled by any centralized entity 

and was built by the stage name Satoshi Nakamoto (later disappeared), it can 

be considered the most decentralized network. On the other hand, it is also 

criticized for being the least decentralized one. However, to be fair, even 

co-creator Vitalik Buterin does not have control over Ethereum.

Thus, the true nature of Blockchain is decentralization, which is increasingly 

supported by the community. In particular, the emergence of DAOs shows the 

great need for transparency and decentralization.

wrapping $SHIB over the Shibchain bridge and sending it back when needed. 

Not only $SHIB, you can also bundle many other coins over the Shibchain 

bridge.

2.1.4. Decentralized Governance
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Authorization and voting

Shibchain is a network that prioritizes the community and aims to empower 

$SHIB holders and enthusiasts. Therefore, Shibchain community members 

(token holders) can propose, authorize, vote on blockchain parameters & 

events, and influence governance decisions.

2.2. Solution

2.2.1. Vision

Our vision is to increase the use cases of $SHIB to make $SHIB the leading 

coin in demand for owning and exchanging $SHIB.

$SHIB holders and fans get more use cases of $SHIB and increase their        

existing assets by joining Shibchain.

2.2.2. Easiest and most convenient to use

Shibchain is streamlined for ease of use; users pack $SHIB and put it over the 

Shibchain bridge and get $wSHIB; the $wSHIB token is Shibchain's PoS 

token used for deployment, interaction with smart contracts, paying           

transaction fees, and participating in Shibchain management.

Users who own $wSHIB will be given access to ShibFi ecosystems, including 

NFT, Gamefi, Metaverse, Lending, Staking, Farming... and after earning profits, 

users can convert $wSHIB and retrieve $SHIB when needed.

2.2.3. ShibFi Ecosystem

Launchpad DEX Bridge Playground

DAOs fund ShibChain
Safe

Gamefi
& Metaverse Lending
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While $SHIB continues to excel at developing Defi products around their  

massive community, they have yet to launch a network of their own. As a group 

that loves $SHIB crypto, we strive to create Shibchain to complement the 

original $SHIB cryptocurrency; Shibchain provides users with a diverse Defi 

ecosystem that everyone can recommend and share their favorite memes to a 

variety of apps.

 - Launchpad: As a solid launchpad for meme coins to reach the market, raise 

funds and create liquidity for coins with $SHIB, so far, the Meme is a viral trend 

in the market but has little support. From the launchers, Shibchain is attached 

to the $SHIB meme coin with the motto of linking $SHIB closer to the meme 

coins, making $SHIB the king of the Meme.

 - DEX: Join Shibchain decentralized exchanges with $SHIB, increase demand 

for $SHIB and own $SHIB

 - Bridge: a bridge to exchange assets between other chains and ShibChain.

 - Playground: Web-based smart contract IDE for developers, inspired by the 

Ethereum Remix IDE.

 - Lending: Access advanced financial tools such as staking, lending, borrow-

ing, and liquidity mining with $SHIB.

 - Gamefi & Metaverse: Join the upcoming metaverse revolution through   

Shibchain-enabled NFTs. 

 - ShibChain Safe: Secure Gnosis-inspired multi-signature wallet.

 - Participate in DAOs and fund the entire community with $SHIB

 - And much more…

In a nutshell, Shibchain promises to turn the single-use $SHIB cryptocurrency 

into a powerful Defi machine. With any luck, $SHIB should be able to easily 

compete with many of the top smart contract platforms in the current       

blockchain environment.
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2.2.4. Faster and cheaper transactions

With Shibchain's high throughput and decentralization ability, token users will 

not need to bear the same user concerns associated with multiple PoW tokens 

(including low transactions per second, public chain congestion, centralized 

mining, and high transaction fees).

2.2.5. Optimization from the bottom up

By working directly with content providers or owners, Shibchain gradually 

optimizes the platform in terms of technical capabilities and utilities to             

accelerate the building of decentralized applications based on NFTs.

2.2.6. Space Expansion

Shibchain shares the view of Ethan Buchman - co-founder of Cosmos, on 

blockchain scalability through the local system. It is to bridge the gap between 

the platform and the customers it serves by providing support to local         

communities. Finally, successful applications built on Shibchain from a local 

community can be easily replicated and customized to fit other communities 

sharing similar attributes such as culture, language, country, etc.

2.2.7. Maximize Interoperability

The push for bottom-up development is not scalable in the long term.                

Ultimately, this approach will satisfy top-down systems like Ethereum or 

Solana at some point. By adopting global standards and integrating with 

bridges and communication protocols between blockchains, Shibchain can 

help local brands and content providers to scale applications and their       

products to the worldwide market.

In developing this feature, Shibchain is one of the pioneering platforms that 

help local businesses, IP owners, and game studios tokenize their portfolios 

and scale globally. This will help attract more users from the mainstream       

traditional market into the NFT/metaverse ecosystem. This is an important 

step in raising awareness of the utility of NFT as it can be widely used even in 

traditional finance.
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The Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) is a software platform developers can 

use to build decentralized applications (dApps) on top of Ethereum. All Ethe-

reum accounts and smart contracts live in this virtual machine.

The Ethereum virtual machine and EVM code are designed using memory, 

bytes, and blockchain concepts like Proof-of-Work (PoW) or Proof-of-Stake 

(PoS), Merkle tree, and hash functions. The EVM's purpose is to determine the 

entire state of Ethereum for each block in the blockchain.

2.3. Features

2.3.1. Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM)

2.3.2. Layering

Synchronization & Consensus: Separation of Synchronization and Consen-

sus protocols that allow modularization and customizable synchronization            

implementations and consensus mechanisms (depending on how the client 

works). Shibchain also provides pre-installable consensus algorithms.

 - Blockchain: The blockchain layer serves as the core layer to manage the 

tasks inside the system.

 - State: The state layer provides logic for transitioning between states. It deals 

with how the state changes when a new block is added.
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 - JSON RPC: dApp developers use this as an API layer to interact with the 

blockchain.

 - TxPool: The TxPool class is a group of transactions and is tightly coupled 

with other modules in the system (since transactions can be added from multi-

ple entry points).

 - GRPC: The GRPC layer is important for enabling interaction with the            

operator. This layer ensures node operators can interact with customers easily, 

providing an efficient experience.

2.3.3. Voting, Witnesses & Block Validators

Voting

In Consensus PoS, users can directly vote or give their voting rights to another 

entity to vote on their behalf. The selected witness is responsible for creating 

blocks by verifying transactions. If they verify and sign all transactions in a 

block, they receive a reward, usually shared among those who voted for the 

witness. If a witness fails to verify all transactions within the given time, the 

block is missed, all transactions remain unverified, and no reward is distributed 

to that witness. The reward is added to the reward of the next witness that 

verifies that block. The next witness collects such transactions, and such a 

block is called stolen.

The number of votes is proportional to the share size of each voter. Users do 

not need to have a large amount of money to participate in the top witness 

group. Votes from users with large stakes may instead result in users with      

relatively small stakes being elevated to the top tier of witnesses.

N block producers are elected from the pool of witness candidates.

The k(th) block producer signs the k(th) block until k = N.

A block is complete when it is voted on by (2/3 + 1) block producers. In the 

case of two strings, the longest chain rule is followed. Added block cannot be 

reversed.

A round in the PoS blockchain with N producers/witnesses in the loop order is 

as follows:

A witness is controlled by the threat of loss of income, stake lock, and             



reputation score. Witnesses must lock a specific portion of their shares from 

being seized if they act maliciously or attempt to attack the blockchain.

Witness

The number of witnesses at the top level is limited to a certain number, usually 

between 21-101. These witnesses are responsible for validating transactions 

and creating blocks and, in return, are rewarded with associated fees.            

Witnesses can prevent specific transactions from being included in the block. 

Still, they cannot change the information of any transactions, making them 

similar to miners in Proof Of Work blockchains. Voting is an ongoing process, 

and each top-level witness is always at risk of being replaced by a user who 

receives more votes and is therefore considered more trustworthy. As the 

number of people applying to be a witness increases, competition increases, 

and reputation becomes important for each witness to stay competitive.

A witness is controlled by the threat of loss of income, stake lock, and             

reputation score. Witnesses must lock a specific portion of their shares from 

being seized if they act maliciously or attempt to attack the blockchain.

A round in the PoS blockchain with N producers/witnesses in the loop order is 

as follows:

N block producers are elected from the pool of witness candidates.

The k(th) block producer signs the kth block until k = N.

A block is complete when it is voted on by (2/3 + 1) block producers. In the 

case of two strings, the longest chain rule is followed. Added block cannot be 

reversed.

Delegates 

Users in PoS systems also vote on a group of delegates that oversee         

blockchain governance. They do not play any role in controlling the               

transaction. Delegates can propose to change the size of a block or how much 

a witness should pay to validate the block.

 

After delegates propose such changes, blockchain users can vote on whether 

to adopt them.
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2.3.4. Consensus Protocols

Blockchains are distributed databases designed to record, communicate, and 

transact information without a central authority. Most blockchains are built on 

a distributed network of individual nodes that work together to provide    

transactions that take place on the network that they all share. Therefore, 

every blockchain network needs to have a mechanism that helps ensure all its 

nodes are synchronized with each other and agree on which transactions are 

legitimate and should be added to the blockchain. This decentralized system 

for determining the actual state of the blockchain is called the Consensus 

Mechanism. In addition to securing the core operations of a blockchain,       

consensus mechanisms can directly impact the financial and security               

parameters of the network on which they are based.

Most blockchains have three essential attributes: Scalability, Decentralization, 

and Security – which developers must find a way to encode into the network's 

algorithmic DNA. The three competing priorities have been dubbed the 

"Blockchain Trilemma" by Vitalik Buterin, co-founder of Ethereum. Designing 

and implementing an efficient decentralized network governance model that 

balances all three attributes is an eternal challenge. As a result, different 

networks have come up with other blockchain consensus mechanisms that 

best suit their strategic priorities.

2.3.4.1 Proof-of-Work (PoW) 

Proof of work (PoW) is the first consensus algorithm created in the Blockchain 

network, used to confirm transactions and produce new blocks in the chain.

The PoW algorithm is an essential part of the cryptocurrency mining process. 

This is a basic consensus model of Bitcoin and Bitcoin is the cryptocurrency 

that pioneered the use of PoW. Accordingly, it was designed by Satoshi          

Nakamoto himself.

PoW requires the owners of computers in the network to solve a complex math 

problem to add a block (block) to the chain. However, the answer to the math 

Block validators 

Block validators in PoS refer to full nodes that verify that the blocks generated 

by the witness follow the consensus rules. Any user can run the block validator 

and verify the network. There is no incentive to be a block validator.



PoW can ensure the safety of the entire network. This is the main purpose of 

why many cryptocurrencies use PoW. Suppose multiple nodes are competing 

to determine the resolution of the problem. In that case, the computational 

power required will become so high that the chain will become unattainable for 

one or even a small group of hackers.

 - Solving the Byzantine common problem in an open network where miners 

can create arbitrary identities

 - Detect spammers.

2.3.4.2 Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) 

The practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance model pBFT (Practical Byzantine 

Fault Tolerance) mainly focuses on providing a realistic Byzantine state 

machine replica that is tolerant of Byzantine faults (malicious nodes) through 

the assumption of independent node failures and manipulated messages 

transmitted by specific, independent nodes.

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) is a well-studied concept in distributed 

19| Shibchain.app

problem is not easy.

A decentralized ledger gathers all transactions into blocks in a network.     

Solving this problem is called mining, and "miners" are participating nodes 

competing to validate transactions and receive rewards in cryptocurrency.
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systems, and its integration into real-world systems and platforms remains an 

important cryptocurrency.

Consensus models are a major component of distributed blockchain systems 

and are certainly one of the most important to their functionality. They are the 

backbone by which users can interact with each other in a trustless manner, 

and their precise implementation into cryptocurrency platforms has spawned 

a host of new networks with extraordinary potential.

In the context of distributed systems, Byzantine Fault Tolerance is the ability of 

a distributed computer network to function as intended and achieve complete 

consensus correctly despite malicious components (nodes) of the network 

systems failing or transmitting incorrect information to other peers.

The goal is to protect against fatal system failures by minimizing the influence 

these malicious nodes have on the correct functioning of the network and the 

proper consensus reached by honest nodes in the system.

Originating from the Byzantine Generals' Problem, this dilemma has been 

extensively researched and optimized with many practical solutions and is 

under active development.

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (pBFT) is one of these optimizations and 

was introduced by Miguel Castro and Barbara Liskov in a 1999 academic 

paper titled "Practical Byzantine Fault." Tolerance – Practical Byzantine fault 

tolerance".

It aims to improve upon the original BFT consensus mechanisms and has been 

implemented and enhanced in several modern distributed computing systems, 

including several popular blockchain platforms.



Consensus network
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Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance overview

The practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance model pBFT (Practical Byzantine 

Fault Tolerance) mainly focuses on providing a realistic Byzantine state 

machine replica that is tolerant of Byzantine faults (malicious nodes) through 

the assumption that there are independent node failures and manipulated 

messages transmitted by specific, independent nodes, the algorithm is 

designed to work in asynchronous systems and optimized for high perfor-

mance over time running costs are impressive, and latency only increases 

slightly.

All the pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) model nodes are ordered, 

with one node being the primary node (the locomotive) and the other being 

called the standby node.

All nodes in the system communicate with each other, and the goal is for all 

nodes to honestly come to a consensus on the system's state through a        

majority.

Nodes communicate a lot with each other and have to prove that the message 

came from a particular peer and must verify that the message was not        

modified in transit.
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For the pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) model to work, it is 

assumed that the number of malicious nodes in the network cannot                     

simultaneously equal or exceed 1∕3 of the total number of nodes in the system 

during a given vulnerability window.

The more nodes in the system, the more probable it is that a number close to  

1∕3 of the total number of nodes is malicious. The algorithm effectively provides 

both liveness and safety as long as the maximum (n-1)/1∕3), where n represents 

the total number of nodes, is malicious or failing simultaneously.

The result is then final. The answers customers get from their inquiries are 

correct due to linearity.

Each pBFT consensus round (called views) has four stages. This model 

follows a "Commander and Lieutenant" format rather than a pure Byzantine 

Generals Problem, in which all generals are equal due to the presence of a 

leader node. The stages are below.

A client sends a request to the leader node to invoke a service operation.

The lead node multicasts the request to the backup nodes.

The nodes make the request and then send the response to the client.

The client is waiting for f + 1 (f represents the maximum number of nodes that 

can fail) for a reply from different nodes with the same result. This result is the 

result of the operation.

The requirement for nodes is that they are deterministic and start in the same 

state. The result is that all the honest nodes come to an agreement on the 

order of the record, and they accept or reject it.

The leader node is changed in a round-robin format in every view and can even 

be replaced by a protocol called view change if a specific amount of time has 

passed that the leader node requests multicast.

Many honest nodes can also decide if a leader is faulty and discard them with 

the next leader instead.

Advantages and Concerns with the pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault                 

Tolerance) Model

The pBFT consensus model is designed for practical applications, and its   

specific shortcomings are mentioned in the original academic literature, along 

with some key optimizations for implementing the algorithm into world-class 

systems.
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In contrast, the pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) model offers      

several significant advantages over other consensus models.

One of the main advantages of the pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) 

model is its ability to provide transaction completeness without needing     

confirmation, as in Proof-of-Work models such as the form that Bitcoin uses.

If the nodes in the pBFT system agree upon a proposed block, then the block 

is final. This is enabled by the fact that all honest nodes agree on the system's 

state at that particular time as a result of their communication with each other.

Another important advantage of the pBFT model over PoW systems is the 

significantly reduced energy usage.

One round of PoW is required for each block in a Proof-of-Work model, such 

as Bitcoin. This has resulted in electricity consumption of the Bitcoin network 

by miners competing with small countries every year.

With pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) not computationally                 

intensive, a significant reduction in electrical power is inevitable as miners fail 

to solve the PoW computation-intensive hashing algorithm for every block.

Despite its clear and promising advantages, there are several key limitations to 

the pBFT consensus mechanism. In particular, the model only works well in the 



classical form with a small consensus group size due to the cumbersome 

amount of communication required between the nodes.

The article mentions using digital signatures and MAC (Method                            

Authentication Codes) as the message authentication format, but using MAC 

is extremely inefficient with the amount of data. There is an inherent inability to 

prove the authenticity of messages to third parties without communication 

between nodes in large consensus groups such as cryptocurrency networks 

and MACs.

While digital signatures and multisigs significantly improve MAC, overcoming 

the communication limitations of the pBFT model while maintaining security is 

the most important development needed for any system that wants to             

implement it effectively.

The pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) model is also vulnerable to 

synchronous attacks where one party can create or manipulate a large number 

of identities (nodes in the network), thereby compromising the network.

This is minimized compared to larger network sizes. Still, the scalability and 

high throughput capabilities of the pBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance) 

model are reduced with larger sizes and therefore need to be optimized or 

used in conjunction with other consensus mechanisms.

2.3.4.3. PBFT Proof of Authority (PoA)

What is Proof of Authority (PoA)?

PoA for Proof of Authority is a reputation-based consensus algorithm that 

brings a practical and efficient solution to blockchains. The term was coined by 

Ethereum co-founder and former CTO Gavin Wood in 2017. Proof of Authority 

is a variation of the Proof of Stake consensus mechanism, in which the              

algorithm upholds identity value & the reputation of the participants, not 

based on the token value they hold. The Proof of Authority model is based on 

a limited number of validators, making it an easily scalable model. Blocks and 

transactions are validated by approved participants who act as the system's 

moderators.

How Proof of Authority (PoA) Works

PoA is an automated process, validators are not required to monitor their  

computers constantly, but they will need a device capable of running around 
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the clock. Validators must run software that allows them to include              

transactions in the block. The authenticator's identity is always kept            

anonymous by encryption and cryptographically secure and is only revealed 

when the validator processes a fraudulent or malicious transaction. Validators 

are paid an incentive in the form of transaction fees in the event of a 'good' 

validation job, however, if a validator handles a malicious or fraudulent       

transaction, his node can be deleted, and the validator's identity will be 

revealed, discrediting him.

Proof of Work is so profitable and expensive, Proof of Stake algorithms 

emerged as one of the popular alternatives to PoW. The strengths of PoS and 

PoA are clear:

 - Provides a more substantial financial incentive for validators to operate.

 - Does not require much computational effort and specialized equipment.

 - Opens the door for sharding, making the blockchain network more scalable 

in the future.

PoA and Shibchain 

For Shibchain, the validator is responsible for generating blocks and adding 

them sequentially to the blockchain. All validators create a dynamic set of     

validators where validators can be added or removed from the cluster using a 

decentralized voting mechanism.

Block

Verifier Proposer

Authority
List

Round/Epoch

Leader ID /
Nodes IDs

transactions

Selected?

No Yes

What Problem Does Proof of Authority (PoA) Solve For Blockchain? 
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This means that validators can be included or excluded from the validator pool 

if a majority (51%) of validator nodes voted to add/remove a particular           

validator from the set. So malicious validators can be detected and removed 

from the network anytime, and new trusted validators can be added to the 

network.

All validators, in turn, propose the following block (by selecting the leader in a 

circle). Since a block is validated/added to the blockchain, the majority of     

validators (i.e., more than 2/3) have to approve the block. In addition to           

validators, some non-validators are not directly involved in the block               

generation but participate in the validator block. PBFT PoA is the default      

consensus mechanism of the system framework.

2.3.4.4 PBFT Proof-of-Stake (PoS)

The Proof-of-Stake (PoS) implementation is intended as an alternative to the 

existing PBFT PoA implementation by providing node operators with the    

ability to easily choose between the two at the start of the chain. . Epochs are 

considered to be the specific time frame (in blocks) within which a given set of 

validators can generate blocks.

The epoch length can be changed, which means the node operators can set 

the length of the epoch during instance creation. An epoch block is created at 

the end of each epoch, and a new epoch begins after this event. The validator 

is updated at the end of each interval. Nodes request a set of validators from 

the smart contract staking during the block epoch and store the resulting data 

in local storage.

Query and save this cycle that repeats at the end of each interval. Essentially, 

this allows the staking smart contract to have complete control over the 

addresses in the validator pool, leaving only one mandate for the nodes. Each 

contract query is executed once each interval to get the latest information 

about the validator set. This removes the responsibility of handling validator 

sets from individual nodes.
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2.3.4.5 Consensus algorithm RAFT

Consensus algorithms are a mechanism that allows a cluster of many           

computers (servers) to operate coherently and smoothly, even though some of 

them are disconnected from the cluster. Therefore, consensus algorithms have 

always played an important role in building reliable large-scale computing 

systems.

Where Raft is a relatively efficient consensus algorithm that has significant 

advantages over other consensus algorithms, it has three important             

characteristics:

Stronger Leader (stronger Leader role): Raft allows the Leader to have a 

stronger position than other consensus algorithms. For example, log entries 

are only broadcast from the Leader to other servers. This simplifies the       

management of replicating log entries between servers and makes Raft easier 

to understand (compared to Leslie Lamport's Paxos algorithm).

Leader Election: Raft uses a random timer to elect a leader, adding a small 

change to heartbeats compared to other consensus algorithms. However, it 

helps to quickly resolve conflicts between servers in the cluster simply and 

promptly.

Membership changes (change the role of the server in the cluster): i.e., change 

the role of a specific server from follower to the leader and vice versa, the 
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mechanism that Raft uses for this change is to use a consensus method In the 

new joint consensus, during this change the role of a server will be the overlap 

between leader and follower. This allows the cluster to continue to function 

normally while the servers in the cluster are changing roles.

Therefore, it will run n ≥ 2f + 1, where f is the maximum number of nodes that 

can fail and n is the total number. The Raft protocol first selects a leader from 

among a set of nodes. It then makes the leader take full responsibility for 

receiving transaction requests and handling log replication (i.e., blocks) on 

other nodes.

Each node can be a candidate, a follower, or a leader. The leader selection  

procedure is deterministic, so the protocol cannot run until the leader is 

chosen by more than half of the nodes.

3. Tokenomics and Features of Token

3.1. Tokenomics

In addition to $wSHIB, the Shibchain token ($SC) is a community-focused token 

that serves as the primary governance token for the Shibchain blockchain and 

comes with various use cases. The entire $SC token supply will be mined before the 

mainnet is released. The protocol will simultaneously generate a small amount of 

$wSHIB (100,000 tokens) to fuel the initial bridging gas fee signing.

Users will have two options for paying transaction fees on Shibchain - $wSHIB and 

$SC. During the Shibchain launch phase, the $wSHIB token will be used primarily for 

this purpose. The $SC token will become the main token to perform transactions, 

smart contracts, and initiate dApps when the network is up and running.
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3.1.1. Token Metrics

3.1.2. Token Distribution

Airdrop 8%

Presale 10%

Liquidity 6%

Team 10%

Foundation 15%

Advisors 8%

Marketing 5%

Backup 11%

DAO Fund 15%

Staking Reward 12%

Token Supply (%) TGE & Vesting

Airdrop 80,000,000,000,000 8%

Presale 100,000,000,000,000 10%

Liquidity 60,000,000,000,000 6%

Team 100,000,000,000,000 10% TGE 2%, Cliff in 2 months,
Vesting 36 months.

Lock in 1 month,
Vesting 15% per month.

Lock in 3 months

Lock in 4 months

Lock in 10 days

Foundation 150,000,000,000,000 15% TGE 2%; Cliff in 6 months,
Vesting 1% per month.

Advisors 80,000,000,000,000 8% TGE 2%; Cliff in 5 months,
Vesting 10% per month.

Marketing 50,000,000,000,000 5% TGE 10%; Cliff in 3 months,
Vesting 5% per month.

Backup 110,000,000,000,000 11%

DAO Fund 150,000,000,000,000 15%

Staking Reward 120,000,000,000,000 12%

Token name: ShibchainTotal supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 Symbol: $SC
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3.2 Shibchain cross-chain protocol

This Shibchain cross-chain protocol bridges the original $SHIB blockchain link with 

Shibchain. This protocol requires a 1:1 ratio of $SHIB coins to enter or exit Shibchain. 

When users attach their $Shib to Shibchain, the Shibchain protocol generates a 

wrapped $SHIB token ($wSHIB).

Conversely, when the user destroys the $wSHIB token, he can withdraw the SHIB 

from the Shibchain in a 1:1 ratio. In this context, a cross-chain bridge protocol 

module will be used to achieve cross-chain transactions.

The main features of the cross-chain protocol are:

1.   Decentralized and secure cross-chain support of $SHIB to Shibchain

2. Generate untrusted keys for threshold signature schemes. The generated              

individual splits of the signing key will be used to compute the final signed            

transactions.

3. The community and third-party partners will also manage the private key to     

eliminate any risk of a single point of failure.

4. The protocol governance mechanism supports voting for organizations running 

on the cross-chain protocol.

3.3 Validator

 - To participate in Validator Set requires a minimum stake of at least 10,000,000,000 

$SC

 - Initially, the minimum number of validator nodes expected in the chain will be 27. 

 - Initial gas block limit is 22,000

 - The block size will be automatic and decided by the Validator; if the block is not 

produced or accepted within the scheduled time, the next Validator will take over the 

Validator's duties.

 - There are no newly minted block rewards for block production.

 - All transaction fees will be calculated in $wSHIB (or $SC when the network is 

stable)
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Each $veSC will have one vote on governance proposals. 1 $SC deposit for up 

to 4 years will generate 4 $veSC. Users can trade their $veSC tokens for $SC 

tokens when the staking period ends. In the meantime, users can also increase 

their $veSC count by locking the $SC token, extending the lock-out date, or 

both.

It's worth noting that $veSC is non-transferable, and each account can only 

have a unique key for a specific time. A single address cannot lock $SC tokens 

for different periods.

For example, a user will be unable to lock one set of $SC for two years and 

then another set of $SC tokens for three years. All $SC per account must have 

a uniform lock-out period. How to use $veSC

The $veSC token cannot be sold or transferred. Instead, they have other 

use-cases, including:

  -  Earn more airdrop of $SC tokens;

  -  Receive random prizes/lottery rewards;

  -  Governance – vote on how the protocol provides developer funding, etc.;

 - Serve as a network validator: a certain number of veSC tokens will be 

required for all validators.

Voting right

$veSC is a rating and profit system based on Curve's veCRV mechanism. By using 

this model, users can lock their $SC for up to 4 years to receive four times the 

amount.

$veSC as a reward. (e.g. 1000$SC locked for 4 years returns 4000$veSC). $veSC is 

neither a transferable token nor tradable on a liquid market. It's more like an 

account-based point on the system. And the system will also let the user know the 

transfer period of the wallet's locked $veSC tokens in the protocol. VE token holders 

will have the following benefits:

3.4 VE Model for Shibchain
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3.5 Staking

With this reward algorithm, it makes the long term of the network de�a

  -  Staking the $SC token on the chain will provide an additional $SC reward.

  -  Staking $SC tokens into the ShibchainVe model will allow users to receive $veSC 

tokens. They can choose a dispute period from half a year to 4 years, with longer 

vesting offering a higher $SC reward in return for more $veSC.

  -  Staking the $wSHIB token on the Shibchain blockchain will allow stakeholders to 

secure the original blockchain and receive $SC rewards.

This is the SC reward algorithm

f(x) = a(1+r)x + c
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4. Roadmap

ShibInu launched in August 2020 and quickly became one of the most popular                

cryptocurrencies of 2021. This Moonmap is a document that Shibchain released with  

milestones to serve $SHIB owners and enthusiasts, driving $SHIB to grow and more                 

decentralized.

Stage 1:
Brainstorm - Create the project

Personnel recruitment
Stage 2:
Whitepaper design

Build products

Blockchain Creation

Stage 3:
Explorer, nodes

Testnet

Community building

IDO

Partnership

Cross-chain

Stage 4:
Mainnet

DEX Exchange

Release wallet

dApp development

Staking

Stage 5:
CEX listing

Android/IOS Wallet

Gamefi and Metaverse

Game testnet

Shibchain Hackathon
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5. Conclusion

Shibchain is developed by a group of $SHIB enthusiasts, with the goal of complementing 

and enhancing the $SHIB cryptocurrency. Shibchain aims to deliver $SHIB scalability, 

security, and convenience. Finally, Shibchain contributes to bringing more value, benefits, 

fairness, and decentralization for $SHIB owners and lovers.
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